INTRODUCTION

Clinical databases are increasingly being employed to evaluate the quality of treatments, including patients with peripheral vascular disease. Valid data is vital to the value of these analyses.

OBJECTIVE

To assess the validity of clinical data in a population-based national vascular registry.

DESIGN

Traditional reproducibility study was supplemented by refilling of data by an independent observer, thereby creating three data sets for comparison.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Twenty prospectively recorded electronic forms from each department were selected randomly from the Danish National Vascular Registry. Data forms were refilled by the surgeons of the department concerned, and by an independent member of the board of the Danish National Vascular Registry. Refilling was performed blinded to the original forms.

CONCLUSIONS

A high degree of accuracy of clinical data can be achieved. An independent observer makes it possible to evaluate the classification of observer dependent parameters and explain differences in the reproducibility of data.
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The reproducibility of the coding of the operation performed was 90% on a six digit level. If analyzed on a five digit level the accuracy was 100%. The accuracy of the coding for indications for surgery (diagnosis) was improved considerably when the classification was simplified i.e. CLI or claudication and for AAA rupture or not. This improved the reproducibility from 76 to 97%.

There was no difference in reproducibility between the three data sets concerning coding for operations and indication for surgery (diagnosis). Accuracy of redo vs. board, i.e. two vascular surgeons interpreting exactly the same data, was not superior.

Reproducibility of coding for risk factors and complications on the other hand varies considerably between the departments. As demonstrated in Fig. 1 the reproducibility of risk factors and complications is enhanced by simplifying the different data points into a more robust clinical classification i.e. whether the risk factor or complication is present or not (binary data).

By adding the third data set from an independent observer the poorer reproducibility in, for example, department 4, has to be due to bad primary coding whereas it in department 5, it is poor re-coding performed by the actual department that explains the results (Fig. 2).

An interesting observation is that no ‘massage of data’ could be recognized, as there was no tendency to aggravate the indications or over code the risk factors.

Discussion

The lack of a gold standard limits the validation of vascular registries to reproducibility studies against other databases, existing paper records or refilled data forms. A study of an orthopaedic database suggested that some data such as complications may be more difficult to acquire or enter than diagnosis or type of operation, perhaps because complications imply an admission of failure. Yeoh studied the

![Fig. 1. Reproducibility of coding for complications and risk factors for exact match, and reproducibility when the parameter is classified as present or not.](image-url)
accuracy and completeness of pediatric diagnoses. When the coding was performed by doctors the accuracy was 85%. Other studies strengthen that the achievable accuracy when data is generated by clinicians approaches 90%. Fine and colleagues found that the database of the Society for Cardiothoracic Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland was incomplete and unreliable on many variables. After a period of monitoring, validation, and feedback in 10 centres, completeness of the database improved significantly, but the overall reliability of the data improved only marginally. Our results confirm that softer data such as risk factors are less accurate than information on operative procedures or diagnoses. But if the data points are made robust a satisfactory accuracy can be achieved in a large-scale registry. The validity of data is influenced by local conditions including staff structure. It is, therefore, mandatory to document completeness and reproducibility of data before comparisons of outcome is performed.

Lack of improvement in reproducibility between the data sets from refilled forms and the data sets obtained from an independent observer classifying the same information must depend on weakness in the classification of the parameters in question.

We supplemented traditional reproducibility studies with an independent observer and we were able to evaluate the classification of our parameters and explain differences in the reproducibility of data.
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Fig. 2. Variation of reproducibility of coding for complications among the 10 centres performing vascular surgery in Denmark. The three data sets compared pair-wise for exact match. Prim is the primary data set from the vascular registry. Redo is the data set re-abstracted by the departments. Board is the data set created by the independent board member.
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